10-day notice of filing, see Notice of filing
30-day “quiet” period, see Post-recruitment
30-day SWA job order, see State workforce agencies
180-day rule, 27
§241(i), grandfathered workers
priority date, 140–41

A

Ability to pay
documentation, 10
Ability to pay
documentation at client intake, 13–14, 130–31
Advertising
appraising employer of role
in advertising and notice requirements, 97–98
drafting ad text, 96–97
description of job, 182
drafting ads, 26–27, 96–97
geographic area of employer in ads, 182–84
journal ads, 184–85
local and ethnic newspapers
recruitment for professional occupations, 196
multiple job opportunities, 182
name and address of employer in ads, 181–82
name of employer in ads, 181–82
newspaper ads, 181–85
selection of general-circulation newspaper, 181
Sunday ads, 24

Alternative job requirements
audit trigger, proving substantial equivalence, 281–82
determination of wage level, 168
ETA Form 9098, filling out, 52–53
Kellogg language, use in PERM applications, 203–210

Alternatives to PERM, 254–58
Appeals, see BALCA review
Asylum
as alternative to PERM, 258
Attorney and client
dual representation, 12
initial contact and information exchange, 11–15
role of attorney in labor certification process, 193
spOTTING difficult cases, 245–49
dealing with client reaction thereto, 253–54

Audit file (compliance file)
complete and properly endorsed PWD, 174–75
final adjustments during 30-day post-recruitment “quiet” period, 31
obligation to maintain, 101
teachers (higher education), see Special Recruitment
Audits, 267–86
(see also Audit file)
anticipating and preparing for specific requests, 278–79
business necessity, proof of, 279–81
documentation requested in audits, 270–73
experience gained not substantially comparable, 283
infeasibility to train, 277, 283
layoff requirements, compliance with, 283–84
missing documentation, strategies for remedying, 276–77
recruitment report, 188–89, 273–74
resumés of applicants, 277
SWA job order, deciding whether to include, 272–73
error correction, 276
improper payments by employer, 278
improvements for PERM audit program, 286
meaning of what a PERM audit is, 267–69
non-normal job requirements, 151
random audits, preparing for, 270
sample audit notifications, 313–15
sample response to audit notifications, 316–17
triggers for audits, 278–81
alternative job requirements, 281–82
closely held corporations, 285–86
combination of occupations, 280–81
degree equivalencies, 282
employee referral programs, 284–85
foreign-language requirement, 280
live-in domestic workers, 285
SVP level for occupation exceeding job requirements, 279–80
types of PERM audits, 269–70

B

BALCA review, 174, 305–27, 333–34
assesSing the case, 305–9
drafting motions and appeals, 309–11
evolution of PERM, BALCA role, 369–71
favoring the motion or request for review, 311
motions to reconsider, 308
preparing motion for review, 309–11
regulatory requirements, 308
strategic considerations, 308–9
requesting BALCA review, 306–7
sample motion/appeal brief, 323–27
supervised recruitment, recent developments, 291–92

Beneficiaries, see Employees/beneficiaries
Board of Alien Labor Certification
Appeals, see BALCA review
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
non-normal requirements, 23–24

Business necessity
audits
documentation, 274–78
proof of business necessity, 279–81

Clients, see Attorney and client
Combination of occupations
as audit trigger, 280–81
ETA Form 9098, 57
position’s duties requiring, 111–12

Compliance file, see Audit file
Conflicts of interest, 12

Costs associated with PERM process
audits investigating improper payments by employer, 278
employer’s obligation to pay, 93–94
ETA Form 9098, filling out, 67–68

Credentials evaluation, see Education
Criminal-related grounds of inadmissibility, 135–36

D

Davis-Bacon Act, 23, 154
Deadlines, see Timing and deadlines
Debarment, 332–33
Degree equivalency, see Education

Diversity visa (DV)
as alternative to PERM, 258

Document retention, 334
DOL, see Labor, Department of

Domestic workers, live-in
as audit trigger, 285
on ETA Form 9898, 57–58
experience required, 226–27
infeasibility to train, 236

Dual representation, 12

E

E-3 status
issues related to foreign workers in E-3 status, 141

EB-1 through EB-5 categories, see Employment-based preference categories
Education

comparison of SVP and O*NET guidelines, 79
credentials evaluation, 121
degree equivalency, 19–20
as audit trigger, 282
ensuring I-140 approval, 122–23, 124–26
experience, evaluation of, 126
identifying employer’s requirements, 114–15
different field, degree in, 115
documentation, 120
EB-2 vs. EB-3, see Employment-based preference categories
eliciting education requirements, 90–92
ETA Form 9098, filling out, 49–50, 52
gained while working for PERM employer, 18
related field, degree in, 126–27
requirements, 120
students, see F-1 status; Students teachers (higher education), see Special Recruitment
three-year degrees, 114–15
time period when education must be completed, 228–29
Employee qualifications, see Minimum job requirements
Employee referral programs (ERPs)
as audit trigger, 284–85
on ETA Form 9098, 65
as recruitment step, 199–200
Employees / beneficiaries
alien-related issues to spot, 133–47
familial relationships, see Familial relationships
inadmissible aliens, see Inadmissibility information about, filling ETA Form 9098, 70–73
nonimmigrant status, issues relating to, 134–38 (see also specific types of visas)
ownership interest in employer corporation, 87
perspectives of employees in PERM process, 3–5
proving that qualifications are met, see Minimum job requirements
questionnaires, generally, 14–15, 20
requirements of ETA 9098 must be met at time of filing, 127
retention of, PERM application as tool, 85
roving employees, 88, 129–30, 169
Employers
consequences of failing to get proper work authorization, apprising employers of, 101–02
d/b/a and corporate-name issues, 87, 128
discerning the “employer” in PERM process, 3–5
ETA Form 9098, employer information section, 44–46
familial relationships between employer and foreign worker, 87
illegal or fraudulent activity, 332–33
location of worksite, 88
multiple worksites, see Multiple worksites
name and FEIN, 128
number of employees, issues involving, 85–86
position offered, explaining difficulty in fulfilling, 89–90
questionnaires, generally, 13–14, 84–93
responsibilities, appraising employers of role, 93–101
in advertising and notice requirements, 97–98
in application review, 98–99
with compliance file, duty to maintain, 101
with DOL, 99–101
in drafting job description and advertising text, 96–97
financial obligations, 93–95
in recruitment process, 95–96
spotting employer-related issues, 83–102
Employment agencies
use in recruiting for professional occupations, 198
Employment authorization, see Work authorization
Employment-based preference categories
dropping from EB-2 to EB-3, 19
EB-1 vs. Special Recruitment, 363–64
EB-1A as alternative to PERM, 255
EB-1B as alternative to PERM, 255–56
EB-1C as alternative to PERM, 257
EB-2 qualifications, 124–26
national interest waiver (NIW) as alternative to PERM, 252
EB-3 qualifications, 124
EB-4 religious workers as alternative to PERM, 258
EB-5 as alternative to PERM, 257
Equivalent degree, see Education
ETA Form 9098, 39–81, 208–10
(see also specific topics addressed by form)
 amendments, 77
DOL sponsorship inquiry, employer availability to respond, 34
DOL using form as offensive weapon, 212–13
drafting application to ensure I-140 approval, 119–31
beneficiary’s qualifications, evaluation of, 119–27
changing worksite locations, 129–30
employer information, 127–28
job titles, importance of, 128–29
prevailing wage, ability to pay, 130–31
duplicate forms, request for, 77
Electronic submission, 34–35
line-by-line tips and instructions, 43–75
registering for online completion of FORMS, 39–43
employer reorganization, 77
equipment correction, 276
errors on form, 212
filing, 33–35
modification after filing, 212–14
multiple filings, 76
review during 30-day “quiet” period, 32
signature, 128
validity period, 76–77
withdrawal of form and refile filing, 75–76

Experience
(see also Training)
comparison of SVP and O*NET guidelines, 79
documentation of, 121–122
special or specific requirements, 122
eliciting experience requirements, 90–92
equivalency of experience and bachelor’s degree, 126
ETA Form 9098, filling out, 50–52, 73–74
earned after joining PERM employer, but with a different entity, 226
as contractor working for PERM employer, 226–27
with predecessor or related corporate entity, 225–27
during previous employment with PERM employer, 224–25
while with PERM employer, 18–19, 218–24, 287
letters from former employers, 20
no experience in position to be certified, 227–28
progressive experience, increasing probability of EB-2 classification, 126
questionnaire for employee, 20
substantial comparability of experience, 218–22
drafting Form ETA 9098 to show incomparability, 219–22
teachers (higher education), see Special Recruitment

F

F-1 status
issues related to postgraduate F-1 students, 141–42

Familial issues, 145–47
aged-out children, 146–47
marital status of foreign worker, effect of, 145
spouses and cross-chargeability, 146

Familial relationships
between employer and foreign worker, 87

Family-based immigration
as alternative to PERM, 258

Federal agencies
(see also specific agencies)
path from PERM to green card, 1–3

Filing
of forms, see specific forms
issues associated with filing, 85–87
notice of, see Notice of filing post-filing tasks, 35

Foreign-language requirement
assessing strategic value of requiring, 111
as audit trigger, 280
ETA Form 9098, filling out, 56
Form ETA 9098, see ETA Form 9098
Form I-140
drafting PERM application to ensure I-140 approval, 119–31
and path from PERM to green card, 2–3
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Post-recruitment
30-day “quiet” period, 27, 30–33

Post-recruitment, 30-day “quiet” period
audit file, final adjustments, 31
ETA 9098, review of, 32
preliminary recruitment results, review of,
31–32
tips, 32–33

Preferred job qualifications
vs. minimum job requirements, 15–16

Prevaling wage determination (PWD),
153–77
(see also Ability to pay; Wage offer)
100 percent of PW, 154–55
advertising after obtaining PWD, 184
BLS data, use of, 157
challenging the PWD (see also BALCA
review)
creating appeal record, 172–74
chart of impact of job requirements on
wage levels, 78
employer’s obligation to pay, 94–95
ETA Form 9098, filling out, 47
forms and procedures for PWD, 169–71
job description, importance in PWD, 158–
60
O*NET guide, 149
reviewing or challenging PWDs, 21–23
SOC code, searching for, 159–60
submitting PW request, 21
surveys, 21
criteria, 155–56
median, use of, 156–57
past policy, continuation of, 156–57
private surveys, 155
teachers (higher education), see Special
Recruitment
tips, 23
validity date of PWD, 171–72
wage level, determination of, 156–64
alternative job requirements, 164
worksheet, 159–64, 172–73
wage sources, identifying, 154

Priority dates
§241(i), foreign workers grandfathered
under, 144–45
capturing earlier priority date, 143–44
previously filed LC petitions, 144
spouse of foreign worker, cross-
chargeability, 146

Professional occupations, recruitment for,
see Recruitment

Professors, see Special Recruitment (college
and university teachers)

Promotion, likelihood of
effect on preparing application, 127

Proving qualifications, see Minimum job
requirements

Q

Qualifications, see Minimum job
requirements

Questionnaires, see
Employees/beneficiaries; Employers;
Recruitment

“Quiet” period, see Post-recruitment

R

Recruitment, 24–30, 179–93
30-day quiet period, see Post-recruitment
advertising, see Advertising
attorney’s role, 193
certifying applicants
follow-up, 29–30
necessity of, 189–90
questionnaires, 187–88
telephone interviews, 187–88
timeliness and manner, 188–89
deadlines, see Timing and deadlines
documenting
recruitment report, 188–89, 273–74
duplicating recruitment methods, avoiding,
188
employer’s role in recruitment process, 95–96
ETA Form 9098, filling out, 58–70
job orders, see State workforce agencies
(SWAs)
mandatory efforts for all occupations, 24–25
notice of filing, see Notice of filing
“open to any U.S. worker” requirement of
20 CFR §656.10(c)(8), 261–65
procedures, 180–88
professional occupations
additional requirements, 25–26, 62–63,
186–87, 195–201
ads for, 196
company website, use of, 197
employee referral programs, 199–200
job fairs, 198
job-search websites, 198
local and ethnic newspapers, 200
on-campus recruiting and placement
offices, 200
PERM Appendix A, 196–97
private employment agencies, 198
radio and TV ads, 200–01
trade or professional organizations, 199
verification of procedures, 197
reduction in recruitment (RIR), 374–75
Special Recruitment, see Special
Recruitment (college and university
teachers)
supervised recruitment, 287–304, 330–31
issues to expect, 289–90
overview, 287–89
recent developments at BALCA, 291–92
sample notification, 293–97
sample recruitment instructions, 298–301
sample recruitment report instructions,
302–304
teachers (higher education), see Special
Recruitment
timeframe calculations, 180, 192–93

tips, 30
Reduction in recruitment (RIR), 374–75
Roving employees, 88, 129–30, 169

S

Schedule A, Group I
as alternative to PERM, 258

Schedule A, Group II
as alternative to PERM, 256–57
as alternative to Special Recruitment, 364

Service Contract Act, 23, 154

SOC code
shopping for an SOC code, 159–60

Special Recruitment (college and
university teachers), 337–66
advertising, 344–50
audit file, 359–60
basic labor certification process, when
advisable, 364–65
business necessity issues, 353
drafting the ETA Form 9089, job
requirements and recruiting
information, 353–55
EB-1 route, advantages of, 363–64
educational requirements, “All But
Dissertation” issues, 348–49
experience requirements, 349
H-1B process, bypassing, 339–41
inadvisable situations, 360–65
institutions that can pursue, 341
nonimmigrant status making Special
Recruitment unavailable or
inadvisable, 360–63
notice of filing, 358–59
overview, 338–41
positions that qualify, 342
prevailing wage determination, 355–58
processing times suggesting that Special
Recruitment inadvisable, 362–63
satisfaction of advertised requirements,
349–50
Schedule A, Group II as alternative, 364
statutory and regulatory sources; agency
guidelines, 337–38
step-by-step process, 343–60

Specific Vocational Guidelines (SVP)
audit trigger, requirements exceeding SVP
level for occupation, 279–80
comparison of SVP and O*NET guidelines
for education and experience, 83
determining SVP classification, 108–11

Standard Occupational Classification, see
SOC code

State workforce agencies (SWAs)
job order, 24, 185–86
30-day requirement, 27
inclusion with response to PERM audit,
272–73

Step-by-step guide, 11–37
(see also specific steps)

Students
(see also F-1 status)
on-campus recruiting and placement
offices, 63, 200

Supervised recruitment, see Recruitment
Suspension by DOL, 332–33
SVP, see Specific Vocational Guidelines
SWAs, see State workforce agencies
### Training
- Documentation of, 121
- ETA Form 9098, filling out, 50
- Infeasibility to train, 222–24, 233–41
- Demonstrating for audit, 277, 283
- Documenting, 240
- Impossibility of training, 239–40
- Legislative background, 234–35
- Personnel changes, 236–38
- Regulatory standards, 236–40
- Technological or economic changes, 238–39
- "Reasonable period of on-the-job training," 190–91

### Two-year home residency requirement
- Issues related to foreign workers in J-1 status, 139–41

### Work authorization
- Consequences of failing to get proper work authorization, apprising employers of, 101–02
- Retention of work authorization until grant of LPR status, advantage of timely filed PERM application, 86–87

### Wage offer
- (see also Prevailing wage determination)
- On ETA Form 9089, 47–48
- ETA Form 9098, filling out, 47–48
- Increasing wage offer, 22
- Issues associated with, 88–89
- Permissible components of compensation, 157–58

### Websites
- DOL and SWA websites, registration with, 14
- Employer’s website, use in professional recruiting, 63–64, 197
- Job search websites, use in professional recruiting, 198

### University faculty
- See Special Recruitment

### Unlawful presence
- 137–38

### U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS)
- And overall PERM process, 2–3, 6–7